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When an emergency event (EE) occurs, emergency
decision making (EDM) is featured by lack of
information and time pressure, resulting in
potentially serious losses. In real world, just one
decision maker (DM) may not be enough to deal
effectively with the emergency decision problem and
multiple experts with diverse backgrounds are
invited to be a think tank supporting the DM in the
decision process, which leads to the group EDM
(GEDM) problem.

In order to deal properly with real-world GEDM
problems and make timely and effectively decisions,
we have implemented a GDSS named GENESIS to
support the proposed GEDM method.
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• Experts’ psychological behaviours
• Experts are bounded rational under risk
and uncertainty hence, their psychological
behaviors play an important role in GEDM
process and it must be considered.
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• Attribute weights determination
• Previous EDM approaches set attribute
weights mostly in terms of DM’s subjective
judgments, adding subjectivity to the
decision and reducing its accuracy and
correctness.
Taking into account these bullet points, a new
GEDM method based on prospect theory to include
experts’ psychological behaviors in the group
decision process has been developed. It also uses a
data envelopment analysis model to determine the
attribute weights in an objective way.
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